
Is cricket a mystery?  

 

 

I had no idea what it meant or what to do with it, but the more I thought about it, 

the more intrigued I became with the idea of writing about a cricket team who 

has half of them are cripples and half of them have ego problems but amazingly 

they create a Shakespeare tragic comedies. Yes, Cricket is a mystery because it 

is an unpredicted story which no one tells you what would happen in the next 

ball, yes it is a mystery.  

When you walk to the crease, you don’t know what kind of journey you started, 

in your mind have a lot of thoughts that this inning would be a half-century or 

century but after few balls, you walk to the pavilion with your head down or 

with frustration.  

 

 

Trueman reached 300 Test wickets he remarked that anyone who did the same 

would “be bloody tired”. But by 300, reports Selves, Murali “had scarcely 

warmed up”. When he took his 800th, with batsmen no clearer about what he 

was doing than when he took his first, Chaudhry concluded that “sporting 

immortality could not be bestowed on a more modest or endearing human 

being”. Getting 5 wickets is remarkable and winning the match single-handed is 

also a heroic effort. Well done Sir Hamid.  

The match was entering an intriguing one, with some tales of heroism and some 

twists and turns, and will have an effect on the next game.  

 

 

Catches win the matches, 

 

 

The catch of the day was, a person walking on the robe and all of sudden a 

cricket ball stuck on his hand and bubble out again and he caught it again. but 

still, he was on the rob, but this time he was on the ground a few inches. Of 

course, it was the match-winning catch. Well done Sir Rafael. 

The second catch a stunning more exciting an old man was almost sleeping in 

silly mid-off, few inches above the ground, but he holds it. Captain and the 

whole team were stunning  

John has a catch it was just perplexing nobody believes he had a catch, but he is 

the perfect wicketkeeper.  

Sajjad was great batting he puts 58 runs actually winning innings he played 

partnership with Hamid was a stable the match.,  

 

 



It’s always the perfect time to win yourself in a mystery or thriller…but there’s 

nothing like summer to curl sunshine with a page-turner, or two, or three. But 

the page has been written by Hamid Mir to create a new movie of Sherlock 

Holmes’s thriller. He keeps going on to destroy their heart and soul.  

 

 

Sometimes an idea just taps me on the shoulder and says, “Hi! Here I am!” 

That’s what happened with survive in this fast bowling with perfect accuracy 

innings. One day, a single sentence popped into my head, the partnership 

between Chaudhry and Steve Osborn, was a milestone of winning destination 41 

not out was marvelous. But Chaudhry played an Ankle role to sustain the ship 

stable, our Steve Osborn holding the inning to reach the undefeated total of 180 

runs, without Chaudhry who played a superb inning to stay increase to support 

the Steve, it is a miracle. A dynamic all-rounder, the performance of Mr. Steve 

Osborn was a match-winner. 

 

 

To help you sleuth out a new read, we asked the authors of eight of this 

summer’s most anticipated mysteries and thrillers to tell you about their new 

match report and share their best recommendations for the perfect whodunit.  

 

 

The captain, 

All credits go to Ware the Vore, who has a huge knowledge about this game of 

beauty, tactics, strategy, homework opposition, Moreover setting the fielding 

was marvellous. We calibrate our winning with beer and under the golden sun.  

No doubt their bowling was pretty good and extraordinary fielding pinch us 

horribly. But Hamid dominated the match with 5 wickets. That is all gentalman  
 


